ASL 1:
VOCABULARY:
Year List
(updated SEPT 1 2016)

INTRODUCTION

VOCABULARY
Pledge of Allegiance

1
PROMISE / PLEDGE / COMMIT

2
SUPPORT

3
FLAG

4
U.S.

5
AMERICA

6
FOR

7
PEOPLE

8
SHOW YOU / REPRESENT

9
NATION

10
GOD

11
NOT

12
SEPARATE

13
LIBERTY

14
JUSTICE / EQUAL

ALL (12)

Class Rules

CLASS

RULE

PUNCTUAL / ON-TIME

PREPARED / READY

POLITE / FORMAL / COURTESIOUS / WELL-MANNED

PARTICIPATE / JOIN-IN

PROACTIVE / EAGER

PROFICIENT / SKILL

PROACTIVE / EAGER

MANNERED

POLITE / FORMAL / PREPARED / READY

PUNCTUAL / ON-TIME

6 Communication Options

COMMUNICATE

OPTION / CHOICE / SELECT

SIGN LANGUAGE

FINGER-SPELL

GESTURE

WRITE

DRAW

ACT / SKIT / DRAMA / THEATRE

Common Q's / Statements

COMMON / DAILY / EVERYDAY / REGULAR

QUESTION-dir

STATEMENT / SENTENCE

WHAT

YOU

YOUR

AGAIN

SIGN / EXPRESSIVE

SLOW

PLEASE

FINGER-SPELL (FSP)

VOICE

I / ME

GO-TO-dir

HOW

WRONG / MISTAKE / ERROR

WHO

WHAT-UP / EVENT

APPOINTMENT

CLASS

DO-DO

COOL

GOOD

MORNING

AFTERNOON

SEE ME

SEE-YOU

LATER

DISCUSS

FINISH-nod-neg

UNDERSTAND-nod-neg

US-TWO / YOU-A-I

DESK/Table

CLEAR-OFF / BLANK

‘at away from desk’

HELP-dir

RECEPTIVE

PRACTICE

GUM

THROW-OUT

STUDY

BATHROOM

GRAMMAR

Alphabet

NOW

1

I

KNOW

MY

ABC

FSP Intro

FINGER-SPELL

LETTER

VOCABULARY

ASL Survival Signs

CLASS

SIGN-LANGUAGE

FINGER-SPELL

UNDERSTAND-nod-neg

COMMUNICATE

DESK / TABLE

CLEAR-OFF / BLANK

VOICE / VERBAL

SENTENCE / STATEMENT

VOCABULARY

READY / PREPARED

AGAIN / REPEAT

STUDY

SLOW

WRITE

FINISH / DONE

DO-DO

HELP-dir

GUM

THROW-OUT (trash)

OPTION / CHOICE / SELECT

GO-TO-dir.

PLEASE

BATHROOM

PRACTICE

SCHOOL

ANNOUNCEMENT

ASSIGNMENT

BELL-RING

LATE / TARDY-dir

ABSENT

PAY-ATTENTION

LOOK-AT ME-dir

ALL-EYES-UP-FRONT-dir

PAPER

FOLDER

YES

OH-I-SEE / YEAH

NO

HOMEWORK

HOME

WORK / JOB

COPY-dir

REVIEW

TALK

WHISPER

WAIT

FORGET

LEARN

STUDENT (LEARN + agent marker)

TEACH

TEACHER (TEACH + agent marker)

RIGHT / CORRECT

WRONG / ERROR / MISTAKE-nod-neg

TRUANT / DITCH

TAKE-NOTES

TO-CLAP

THANK-YOU

EASY

DIFFICULT / HARD

REMEMBER

GRAD

POINTS

PRESENTATION / LECTURE

QUIZ

TEST

CHAT

WARN

DETENTION / PUNISH / GROUND / DISCIPLINE

TODAY / NOW

TOMORROW

YESTERDAY

DESCRIPTION / EXPLAIN + DIRECTIONS

DIFFERENT

SAME / ALSO / SIMILAR-dir

TERMS TO KNOW

TERM / WORD

KNOW / KNOWLEDGE

EYE - CONTACT

FORMAL / PROPER / POLITE

INFORMAL / CASUAL

RECEPTIVE

EXPRESSION

SKILL / TALENT

GLOSS-fsp

PARAMETER – fsp

HAND-SHAPED-frm.

PALM ORIENTATION-frm.

LOCATION-fsp

MOVEMENT

FACIAL EXPRESSION

Classroom Environment & Objects

CLASS

CLASSROOM

ENVIRONMENT

WALL

WINDOW

DOOR

BLINDS

AC-frm

HEATER (HOT ‘blow air’)

FLAG

RECYCLE

FLOWER

TELEVISION (TV-fsp)

VCR-fsp

DVD-fsp

PROJECTOR (LIGHT ‘shine’)

BOOK

BOOK-SHELF

PHONE

COMPUTER

SIGN-UP / SIGNATURE

SHEET / PAPER

POSTER / BULLETIN

TISSUE PAPER (kleenex)

TABLE / DESK

CHAIR

TEACHER DESK / TABLE

STUDENT DESK / TABLE

CABINET

FILE CABINET

PICTURE FRAME

PICTURE FRAME

TRASH

TRASH-CAN

WHITEBOARD

ANNOUNCEMENT

AGENDA (DO-DO-LIST)

HOMEWORK

BACKPACK

CALENDAR

FOLDER

ASL-fsp BINDER

FOLDER-BOOK

NOTEBOOK

PAPER

PEN

PENCIL

REFRIGERATOR (REF-fsp)

MICROWAVE

CUP/MUG

PRINTER (PRINT- MACHINE)

MACHINE

LOCKER

PAPERCLIP

STAPLER

BOX

SCISSORS

GLUE (liquid vs stick)

TAPE

BUILDING

KEY

PLANT

ID CARD
GRAMMAR
Modes of Communication
- COMMUNICATE
- VERBAL / VOICE
- SPEAK / TALK
- VISUAL / SEE
- SOUND / NOISE
- SIGN LANGUAGE
- FINGERSPELL (FSP)
- FACIAL EXPRESSION
- SIPREAD
- BODY LANGUAGE
- WRITE
- DRAW
- GESTURE
- ACT / DRAMA / SKIT

Introductions & Responses
Greetings / Introductions / VOCABULARY

WH-Questions
- WHO
- WHAT
- WHERE
- WHEN
- WHY / BECAUSE
- HOW
- HOW-MUCH / HOW-MANY
- WHICH
- QUESTION

Question – Markers
- QUESTION
- FACIAL EXPRESSION
- EYE-BROW-up
- EYE-BROW-down
- BLANK-FACE

VOCABULARY
Gender
- BOY
- GIRL
- MAN (BOY + FORMAL)
- WOMAN (GIRL + FORMAL)

Greetings / Introductions / Responses & Farewells - MIDTERM
Basic Pronouns
- I
- ME
- YOU
- MY
- YOUR
- HIS (BOY = singular)
- SHE (GIRL = singular)
- HER (BOY = possessive)
- HIS (GIRL = possessive)

Greetings & Responses
- HELLO / HI (formal)
- HELLO / HI (informal)
- GOOD
- MORNING
- AFTERNOON
- WHAT-UP
- NONE/NOTHING
- SAME-OLD-THING

Introductions & Responses
- NICE
- MEET-YOU-dir
- HOW
- NAME
- SAME-AS/ALSO
- FRIEND
- INTRODUCE-dir
- MEET-dir
- TAKE (a class)
- HEARING
- DEAD
- HARD-OF-HEARING
- FINE
- GOOD
- BAD

Farewells
- BYE
- SEE-YOU
- LATER
- TOMORROW
- TAKE-CARE
- KEEP-IN-TOUCH / CONTACT
- LEAVE/OUT
- TAKE-OFF/LEAVE

FALL
Friendship / Relationships
- FRIEND
- GOOD-FRIEND
- BEST-FRIEND
- RELATIONSHIP / BOND / CONNECT
- SINGLE
- BOYFRIEND
- GIRLFRIEND
- DATE / DATING
- FLIRT – nod / neg
- FLATTER-nod – neg-dir
- SWEETHEART
- TOGETHER / WITH
- BREAK-UP / DISCONNECT
- BACK-TOGETHER
- BROKEN-HEART / HEART-CRUSH
- PROMISE / COMMITMENT
- ENGAGED
- FIANCE
- WEDDING
- MARRIED
- HONEYMOON
- LOVE
- LOVE-EACH-OTHER
- FALL-IN-LOVE
- FALL-IN-LOVE-WITH-EACH-OTHER
- I-LOVE-YOU
- ILY (hand)
- ILY – EACHOTHER (hand)
- ILY-FOREVER (hand)
- I-REALLY-LOVE-YOU (hand)
- I-REALLY-LOVE-YOU-FOREVER (hand)
- GET-ALONG – nod / neg
- AGREE (THINK=SAME)
- DISAGREE (THINK=DIFFERENT or OPPOSITE)
- ARGUE
- BICKER-TO-EACH-OTHER
- BLOW-UP (flip your top)
- CLASH / BUMP-HEADS
- ON-FIRE
- INSIDE / INSIDING / BOILING
- INSIDE (angry)
- SEPARATE
- DIVORCE

Misc
- SAME
- DIFFERENT
- MANY
- FEW
- HOW-MANY
- NONE
- AGE / OLD
- STATUS-top
- BIRTHDAY
- MONTH
- HAVE-nod / neg
- LIKE-nod / neg

Reasons Why
- INSPIRE
- AWAKE
- SLEEP

- WANT-nod / neg
- FUTURE
- YEAR
- EXPERIENCE
- GENDER (BOY / GIRL)
- PARENTS (MOM / DAD)
- SIBLINGS (BROTHER / SISTER)
- SIGNATURE / SIGN-IT
- INITIAL
- (ABBREVIATE + SIGNATURE)

Family
- FAMILY
- MOTHER
- FATHER
- PARENTS (MOM / DAD)
- GRANDFATHER
- GRANDMOTHER
- GRANDPARENTS
- GRANDMA / GRANDPA
- GREAT-GRANDFATHER
- GREAT-GRANDMOTHER
- BROTHER
- SISTER
- AUNT
- UNCLE
- COUSIN (boy or girl)
- COUSIN (girl)
- COUSIN (boy)
- NEICE / NEPHEW
- STEP
- HALF
- ON-LAW
- GOD
- MARRIED
- WIFE
- HUSBAND
- PREGNANT
- BABY
- DAUGHTER
- SON
- CHILD
- CHILDREN
- KIDS
- TWINS
- TROPILES
- YOUNG
- OLD
- TEEN
- ADULT
- ADOPT
- PASSED-AWAY
- SEPARATED
- DIVORCE
- SIZE
- SMALL
- MEDIUM / AVERAGE
- LARGE

Love It’s / Likes / Dislikes / Favorites / So-So
Hate / MIDTERM
LOVE-IT (kiss hand)
LIKE-nod / neg
FAVORITE
SO-So
HATE / AWFUL
COLOR
ANIMAL
SCHOOL
SPORTS
CLASS
FOOD
MEAT
VEGGIE
FRUIT
DRINK
CANDY
HOBBY
SEASON
WEATHER
HOLIDAY
MONTH
WEEK
DAY
MOVIE
EVENT
STORY
BOOK
TV SHOW
MUSIC / SONG
GAME
Colors & Shades - MIDTERM
- COLORS/WHEEL/CIRCLE
- CRAYON (COLOR + WRITE)
- PAINT (COLOR + BRUSH)
- COLOR+PENCIL
- WATER-COLOR (WATER+COLOR+BRUSH)
- RED
- ORANGE
- YELLOW
- BROWN
- TAN
- PINK
- WHITE
- BLACK
- GREY
- SILVER
- GOLD
- BLUE
- DARK-BLUE
- LIGHT-BLUE
- PURPLE
- DARK-PURPLE
- LIGHT-PURPLE
- GREEN
- DARK-GREEN
- LIGHT-GREEN
- RAINBOW

Misc
- HAIR
- EYES
- CLOTHES
- SHOES

Responses/Reasons
- PRETTY
- BEAUTIFUL
- BRIGHT
- GOLD/STRONG
- FLASHY/EYE-POPING
- UNIQUE/SPECIAL
- STRANGE/ODD/WEIRD
- UGLY
- BORING
- GROSS
- SCHOOL COLORS SAME
- FLATTER-nod/-ang
- CALM
- FEEL HAPPY
- FEEL SAD
- COOL

Animals - MIDTERM
- ANIMAL
- PET
- CAT
- DOG
- BIRD
- FISH
- FROG
- SNAKE
- LIZARD
- TURTLE
- FARM
- HORSE
- PIG
- COW
- BULL
- GOAT
- SHEEP
- CHICKEN
- ROOSTER
- TURKEY
- DUCK
- RABBIT/BUNNY
- ZOO-fish
- WILD-fish

Weather - MIDTERM
- WEATHER
- COLD
- DAMPHUMID/WET
- HOT
- WINDY
- WARM
- SUNNY
- STICKY
- CLOUDY
- RAIN (melted,hard)
- FOGGY
- SNOW
- DRY
- CLEAR
- LIGHTNING
- THUNDER

Responses/Reasons
- PRETTY
- BEAUTIFUL
- FUN
- SWEAT
- SNEEZE
- ALLERGY
- DRY
- SKIN ITCH
- LOUD
- COMFORTABLE/COZY
- GROSS
- COOL (temperature)
- SOUND COOL
- WATER DROPS LISTEN
- SEEL-nod/-ang
- EXCITE
- FEAR/SCARY
- PERFECT

Natural Disasters - MIDTERM
- NATURAL
- DISASTER/DESTROY
- EXPERIENCE
- HAPPEN
- NOT-YET
- MAYBE
- FUTURE/WILL
- FIRE
- FLOOD (WATER + rise up)
- HURRICANE
- TORNADO
- EARTHQUAKE
- TSUNAMI (WATER + wake on land - DESTROY)
- VOLCANO
- ICE / FROZEN
- GLACIER (ROCK + FROZEN)
- AVALANCHE (SNOW + COLLAPSE)

Responses/Reasons
- PRETTY
- BEAUTIFUL
- COOL
- EXCITE
- FEAR/SCARY
- DIE

Holidays - MIDTERM
- HOLIDAY/VACATION/DAY-OFF
- CELEBRATE/ANNIVERSARY
- BIRTHDAY
- LABOR DAY (WORK+DAY)
- PATRIOTS DAY
- SOLDIER-DAY
- HALLOWEEN
- THANKSGIVING
- CHRISTMAS
- HANUKKAH
- NEW YEAR
- VALENTINES DAY (HEART or SWEETHEART DAY)
- MEMORIAL DAY (LOOK-BACK/MEMORY DAY)
- PATRICKS DAY-fsp
- APRIL FOOLS DAY
- EASTER
- EARTH DAY
- DEAF AWARENESS DAY
- CINCO DE MAYO
- MOTHERS DAY
- FATHERS DAY
- JULY 4TH

Hobbies & Activities - MIDTERM
- HOBBY/ENJOY
- ACTIVITY
- TYPE/KIND
- (specific sport)
- SING
- GUITAR
- PIANO
- INTERNET
- GAME (video)
- SPORT
- KNIT
- SEW (by hand)
- SEW (by machine)
- CAMP
- GAMBLE (dice/slot)
- COOK
- PAINT
- DRAW
Family Issues

- FAMILY
- ISSUE / TOPIC / TITLE / QUOTE
- PROBLEM
- CHALLENGE
- CRITICAL / IMPORTANT
- LANGUAGE
- ACQUIRE / PICK-UP
- BABY SIGN
- CODA
- INCREASE / GAIN (HS:H)
- DECREASE / LOSE (HS:H)
- RISE-UP (HS:B)
- FALL-DOWN (HS:B)

DEAFNESS / HEARING LOSS

- DEAF (individual)
- HARD-OF-HEARING (individual)
- HEARING (individual)
- CAUSE
- EFFECT / INFLUENCE-dir
- DEGREES / % PERCENT
- RESIDUAL / LEFT
- HEAR (sound)
- LISTEN (sound)
- SOUND / NOISE
- LOUD
- SLOW-GRADUAL LOSS (HS:A-open)
- INCREASE / GAIN (HS:H)
- DECREASE / LOSE (HS:H)
- RISE-UP (HS:B)
- FALL-DOWN (HS:B)

THE EAR

- EAR
- ANATOMY (BODY+STUDY)
- PART / SECTION / PIECE
- FUNCTION
- PROCESS/STEP-BY-STEP
- LANGUAGE
- SPEECH / ORAL
- AUDIOGRAM
- AUDIOLOGIST
- ASSESS / ANALYZE

MUSIC / SONG

- MUSIC / SONG
- WORDS
- LYRICS-fsp
- HEAR (sound)
- LISTEN
- SOUND / NOISE
- LOUD
- FEEL
- EMOTION
- VIBRATE
- TYPE/KIND
- TITLE
- SINGER
- MUSICIAN

VOCABULARY

Transportation

- TRANSPORTATION / TRAVEL
- EXPERIENCE
- TAKE-OFF / LEAVE
- ARRIVE
- START
- FINISH
- LATE
- DANGEROUS
- CAR
- TRUCK-fsp
- TAXI / CAB - fsp
- BUS
- MOTORCYCLE
- AIRPLANE
- AIRPLANE-ARRIVE/LAND
- AIRPLANE-DEPART/TAKE-OFF
- SKATEBOARD
- SCOOTER
- BICYCLE
- ROLLERSKATE
- ROLLERBLADE
- HORSEBACK RIDE
- SWIM
- BOAT
- SAIL BOAT
- CANOE / KAYAK
- WALK
- RUN / JOG
- HELICOPTER
- TRAIN
- SUBWAY

SING/SPEAK

- HOT-AIR-BALLOON
- NOTICE
- IDENTIFY
- PERSON
- PEOPLE
- DESCRIBE / EXPLAIN
- GENDER
- NATIONALITY
- BACKGROUND
- BOY
- GIRL
- BABY
- CHILD
- TEENAGER
- MAN
- WOMAN
- MOTHER
- FATHER
- SISTER
- BROTHER
- ____(family member)
- TEACHER
- STUDENT
- CO-WORKER
- BOSS / COACH
- HEARING (person)
- DEAF
- HARD-OF-HEARING
- HEARING (person)
- DEAF
- AGE: __________
- YOUNG
- OLD
- HEIGHT: __________
- SHORT (height)
- AVERAGE / MEDIUM (height)
- TALL (height)
- WEIGHT
- BODY
- SKINNY
- THIN
- AVERAGE / MEDIUM (weight)
- MUSCULAR
- CHUBBY
- OVER-WEIGHT
- OBESK
- EYE
- COLOR
- FRECKLES
- BRACK
- MUSTACHE
- BEARD
- HAI
- COLOR / DYE
- BROWN
- BLONDE
- HIGHLIGHTS
- STRAIGHT
- WAVY
- CURLY
- BALD
- HAIR CUT
- CLOTHES
- CASUAL
- FORMAL
- T-SHIRT
- COLAR
- ZIP-UP (sweater)
- BOW-TIE
- TIE
- HOOD
- SWEAT-SHIRT
- JACKET
- JEANS-fsp
- PANTS
- SHORTS
- DRESS
- SKIRT
- PAMASH
- SIZE
- PERFECT / FIT
- USE
- SMALL (size)
- BIG (size)
- MATCH-and-neg
- ACCESSORIES-fsp
- STUD EARRINGS
- DANGLE EARRING
- BRACELET
- NECKLACE
- RING
- WATCH (wear clock)
- SCARF
- GLASSES
- HAT
- SUNGLASSES
- PURSE
- SHOE
- SOCKS
- SNEAKERS
- BOOTS
- SANDAL
- HIGH HEEL
- WEDGE / PLATFORM
- FLATS
- OPEN TOE
- CLOSED TOE

Snack / Food / Dessert / Drink - Etc

- FOOD
- EAT
- DRINK
- THIRST
- DESSERT
- CHOICES / OPTION
- TASTE / FLAVOR
- FAVORITE / PREFER
- PLAIN
- DELICIOUS
- ENJOY
- LOVE-IT
- LIKE / LIKE-neg
- SO-SO
- OKAY
- HATE
- PRODUCT / PRODUCE
- SIMPLE
- WORSE
- PRESERVE / SAVE / PRESERVATIVES
- HUNGRY
- FULL (ate too much)
- COOK
- MAKE
- RESTAURANT
- TYPE / KING
- BREAKFAST
- LUNCH
- DINNER
- SNACK-fsp
- BRUNCH-fsp
- NUTRITION
- VEGETARIAN
- VEGAN
- HEALTHY / n-d-neg
- CRACKER
- NUT / PEANUT
- POPCORN
- CHIPS
- BREAD
- CEREAL
- EGG
- BACON
- TOAST
- PANCAKE
- HAMBURGER
- FRENCH-FRIES
- HOT DOG / BOLOGNA / SAUSAGE
- MEAT / STEAK
- HAM
- SANDWICH
- SOUP
- PIZZA
- SPAGHETTI / PASTA / NOODLE
- LASAGNA
- CHICKEN
- TURKEY
- TACO
- FISH
- CRAB
- LOBSTER
- SHRIMP
- SUSHI
- SALAD
- VEGETABLE
- TOMATO
- LETTUCE
- GREEN / BEAN
- PEAS
- CORN
- CARROT
- MUSHROOM
- ONION
- POTATO
- POTATO-MASH
- TORTILLA
- FRUIT
- APPLE
- BANANA
- ORANGE
- COCONUT

SPRING
Facial Expressions & Emotions

- GRATIFY / APPROACH
- DISAPPROVE / REJECT
- AMUSED / JESTER
- ANNOYED / BOTHERED / IRRitated
- PLEDGE / GUARANTEE
- CONFIDENT / BRAVE
- FRIGHTENED /phas
- ANXIOUS / ANXIETY
- SURPRISED / SHOCKED
- RESTLESS / Fidget
- HAPPY / JOLLY
- CALM / RELAXED
- INSPIRED
- MOODY (MOOD+RANDOM)
- SAD / DEPRESSED
- PECAN
- TANGERINE
- GRAPE
- PEACH
- PINEAPPLE
- STRAWBERRY
- CHERRY
- MELON
- WATERMELON
- HONEYDREW (SWEET+MELON)
- ICE-CREAM
- COOKIE
- CAKE
- CUPCAKE
- WHIPCREAM
- PIE
- -APPLE
- -STRAWBERRY
- -CHOCOLATE
- -CHERRY
- -PECAN
- CHOCOLATE
- VANILLA
- CANDY
- WATER
- COFFEE
- TEA
- MILK
- JUICE
- -ORANGE
- -APPLE
- -GRAPE
- -VEGGIE
- -TOMATO
- SODA
- PEPSI
- DR. PEPPER
- ROOT BEER (RB)
- MOUNTAIN DEW (MD)
- COKE / COLA
- 7-UP
- SPRITE
- SALT
- PEPPER
- -BLACK
- -RED
- -GREEN
- -YELLOW
- KETCHUP
- MUSTARD
- BUTTER
- CHEESE
- SUGAR / SWEET
- SOUR
- SAUCE
- SYRUP (SWEET+SAUCE)
- BBQ SAUCE
- SALSA
- SALSA-fp
- PEANUT BUTTER (NUT+BUTTER)
- SPICY
- LEMON
- LIME
- ENTRÉE (MAIN+DISH+PLATE)
- APPETIZER
- NAPKIN
- PLATE/DISH
- BOWL
- FORK
- SPOON
- KNIFE

Time Concepts

- TIME
- CONCEPT
- DURATION / CONTINUE
- NEAR / CLOSE-TO / APPROACH
- ALWAYS
- NEVER
- SOMETIMES
- RARELY / ONCE-IN-A-WHILE
- OFTEN / FREQUENT
- FOREVER

Tense & Time of Day

- PRESENT / CURRENT / THIS / TODAY
- PAST / LAST /AGO
- FUTURE / WILL / IN
- YESTERDAY
- TOMORROW
- EARLY
- LATE / Tardy
- Later
- SUNRISE
- SUNSET
- UP-TILL-NOW / SINCE / HAS-BEEN

Day / Day of Week / Week / Month / Year

Past-___

Future-

# Application-______

Day & Duration

- DAY
- EVERY
- DAILY
- OTHER (DAILY-

# Application-______

Time of Day & Duration

- MORNING
- NOON
- AFTERNOON
- EVENING
- WEEKEND

Day of Week & Duration

- WEEK
- MONDAY - SUNDAY

Calendar / Month & Duration

- CALENDAR / SCHEDULE
- CALENDAR / SCHEDULE
- CALENDAR / SCHEDULE

Year & Duration

- YEAR

Campus Environment & Staff - FINAL

- CAMPUS / SCHOOL
- ENVIRONMENT
- TREE
- FLOWER
- PLANT
- DIRT
- MOUNTAIN
- SKY
- CLOUD
- FENCE / GATE
- TRASH
- TRASH CAN
- RECYCLE
- RECYCLE CAN
- PAPER
- PLASTIC
- WINDOW
- DOOR
- BENCH
- FLAG
- FIELD
- STADIUM
- THEATRE
- POSTER / BULLETIN
- FLYER / ADVERTISEMENT
- COMMERCIAL
- LOCKER
- LOCK
- MIRROR
- FIRE-ALARM
- WATER-FOUNTAIN
- LINE-UP
- POLE
- BRICK
- (RED+CARD+RECTANGLE)
- KEYS
- WOOD
- METAL
- HALLWAY
- BUILDING
- BATHROOM
Spatial Agreement (Location/Direction) - FINAL

- NEAR - (n, center, fl)
- MIDDLE - (n, center, fl)
- FAR - (n, center, fl)
- HOUSE
- HALLWAY
- FRONT
- BACK
- NEAR / CLOSE / APPROACH
- FAR
- ACROSS
- RIGHT
- LEFT
- MIDDLE / CENTER
- NEXT-TO / NEIGHBOR (n, l,f,from,back)
- AROUND-CORNER / TURN - (n, fl)
- MOVE-TO / RELOCATE (n, fl)
- ENTER
- EXIT / OUT / LEAVE / OUTSIDE
- EXIT / ESCAPE / DITCH
- TAKE-OFF / OUT-OF-HERE

Class Subjects, FINAL

- SCHOOL
- SUBJECT / TOPIC
- LEARN
- STUDY
- CLASS
- TO-TAKE (class)
- BOOK
- READ
- WRITE
- WORK
- EASY
- HARD / DIFFICULT
- MATH
- ALGEBRA
- TRIG
- CALCULUS
- GEOMETRY
- STATISTICS
- ECONOMICS
- NUMBER
- COUNT / SCORE
- FIGURE / OUT
- PROBLEM
- SOLVE / SOLUTION / RESOLVE / SYMBOL
- MINUS / NEGATIVE
- PLUS / POSITIVE
- DIVIDE / SPLIT
- MULTIPLY / TIMES / PRODUCT
- SUBTRACT / DEDUCT / MINUS
- ADD / SUM
- EQUAL / EVEN
- TOTAL / IN-ALL / SUM / ALL-TOGETHER
- FRACTION
- WHOLE / ALL
- PART / SOME / PIECE
- PHYSICS
- ELECTRICITY / BATTERY
- ENGINEER
- SCIENCE
- CHEMISTRY
- BIOLOGY
- PE
- HEALTH
- COOK
- GYM
- ANATOMY (BODY+STUDY)
- PHYSIOLOGY (PHYSICAL+STUDY)
- ART / DRAW
- PHOTOGRAPHY
- DRAMA / THEATRE
- YEAR-BOOK

Class Subjects, FINAL

- JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
- HIGH SCHOOL
- COLLEGE
- JUNIOR COLLEGE
- UNIVERSITY
- DIPLOMA / DEGREE
- CERTIFICATE / CREDENTIAL
- LICENSE
- AA or AS DEGREE
- BA or BS DEGREE
- MA DEGREE
- GRADUATE SCHOOL
- PHD
- MAJOR
- MINOR
- STUDENT
- TEACHER
- PROFESSOR
- TEACH
- LEARN
- STUDY
- ASSIGNMENT
- VOCABULARY
- WORD
- SENTENCE
- SKILL
- GRAMMAR
- TEST
- QUIZ
- LECTURE / PRESENTATION
- DICTIONARY
- GRADE
- SCORE / COUNT
- CORRECT / GRADE
- CHEAT
- GOAL
- TOPIC / TITLE
- SUMMARY / ABBREVIATE
- ACHIEVE / SUCCESS
- ACCOMPLISH

Teacher Areas - FINAL

- STAFF
- PRINCIPAL
- VICE-PRINCIPAL
- SECRETARY
- ATTENDANCE
- NURSE
- ASSISTANT
- COACH / BOSS
- COUNSELOR
- DEAN
- TEACHER
- JANITOR / CUSTODIAN
- THERAPIST
- SPEECH-THERAPIST
- PSYCHOLOGIST
- INTERPRETER
- LIBRARIAN
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